THE UNIVERSITY OF WEST FLORIDA DATA ANALYTICS LAB AND DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENT PRESENTS

DATA_DIALOGUES  A Lecture Series

- Empirical Questions and Research
- Quantitative Reasoning
- Visual Data Applications

Lectures are held in the Data Analytics Lab Building 79
Noon to 1:00pm

Friday, April 22, 2016

Dr. Raid Amin
Department of Math & Statistics

Challenges and Strategies for Data Acquisition and Working With Big Data Sets

The series will take a summer break & resume in fall 2016. Let us know if you might like to present work! Contact: mwilliams@uwf.edu.

Light Snacks Offered.

The presentation will present a snapshot of several data intensive research projects, such as:

- Spatial distribution of carcinogenic hazard scores.
- Geographic clusters of pediatric cancer rates in Florida.
- A 3D model of the rates of sharksuckers (Echeneis Nau-crates) on lemon sharks.